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CHAPTER 16

STATUTE LAW (REPEALS) ACT 1976

1. Repeals and associated amendments.
2. Savings.
3. Extent.
4. Short title.

SCHEDULES

SCHEDULE 1 — Enactments Repealed
  Part I — ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
  Part II — ALCOHOLISM
  Part III — ANIMALS
  Part IV — ARMED FORCES
  Part V — CIVIL DEFENCE
  Part VI — CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
  Part VII — INDIA
  Part VIII — LOCAL GOVERNMENT
  Part IX — LONDON
  Part X — MEDICINE
  Part XI — MONEY
  Part XII — OBSOLETE COUNCILS IN ENGLAND AND WALES
  Part XIII — OVERSEAS FINANCIAL AID
  Part XIV — OVERSEAS TERRITORIES
  Part XV — PROPERTY
  Part XVI — ROAD TRAFFIC: CIVIC AMENITIES
  Part XVII — ROAD TRAFFIC: GENERAL
  Part XVIII — STAMP DUTIES
  Part XIX — SUPERVISORY POWERS OF SUPERIOR COURTS
Part XX — WAR AND EMERGENCY
Part XXI — MISCELLANEOUS

SCHEDULE 2 — Amendments
Part I — ALCOHOLISM AMENDMENTS

The Inebriates Act 1898
In section 30 of the Inebriates Act 1898, for the...

The Licensing Act 1902
In section 6(1) of the Licensing Act 1902, for the...
Part II — OTHER AMENDMENTS

The Civil Defence Act 1939
...

The Enemy Property Act 1953
In section 4(1) of the Enemy Property Act 1953 after...
Changes to legislation:
There are currently no known outstanding effects for the Statute Law (Repeals) Act 1976.